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INTRODUCTION 

International Law has always been dominated by the Western States . 

The lists of subjects of International Law has dramatically increased 

in the last three de cades . As a result of this increase in membership 

there has been to a much greater extent , unlike the past , of questioning 

of the relevant Int ernational Law principles as to whether they can 

regulate new problems as "self determination" , national sovereignty 

over natural resources and the protection of human rights in the 

light of continued totalitarianism . This has resulted in the increase 

in tension in the area of International Peace . In the light of this 

dramatic change, international Organisations as the United Nations, 

have a very important part to play . Its decisions whether in form of 

Declaration or Resolutions have great impact in the adapting of 

International Law to meet the necessary changes . 

The object of the paper is to attempt to analyse certain selected 

decisions of the General Assembly with the view of ascertaining what 

role such politically constituted bodies play in the formation of law-

making . The emphasis will be on the institutional and procedural aspects 

of the law-making process of such selected or~ans, rather than the 

substantive aspects which have been adequately dealt with elsewhere . (1) 

The study shall involve the examination of the adopted procedural rules 

(such as the voting methods , use of the working group and importance 

of the precedents) of such organisations involved , which shall be 

compared and contrasted to thos~ of the International Law Commission in 

its work of codification and progressive development of law . 

To facilitate the process of analysis there are three basic 

questions which provide the skeleton of the hole pape r. 

( 1 ) e.g . Obed Y. Asamoah "THE LEGAL SIGNIFICAiCE OF THE DECLARATIONS 
OF THE GENERAL ASSELBLY " (1966); Rosalyn Higgins "TH.:.. DEVELOPMENT 
OF INTER- LAW THROUGH THE POLITICAL ORGAN.S OF' TE.:: U . N. ( 1963)-; - -
D .H .i . Johnson 'THE LEGAL EFFECTS OF 'I·HE GENERAL AS...,~! BLY RESOLUTIOl~" 
32 B. Y. I . L . p . 97 
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(a) WHAT IS TH: hISTORY OF THE SUBJECT? 

This involves "how" the subJ. ect ori· gi· nated, b t u more importanly, 

how the subject came before the relevant body concerned with codification 

a i ion w a were the factors that and progressive development. In ctd·t· h t 

necessitated the discussion of the question. 

(b) WHAT INSTITUTION WAS SELECTED TO_e_'.!'UDY THE SUBJECT? 

On this aspect the examination will involve looking into the 

background as to 11 why 11 the body was selected instead of, say, the 

International Law Cor.1mission. What are the characteristics of the 

selected body? Why was the sele cted body "corripetent" to study the 

question? 

(c) PROCEDURE 

In this part the study will be looking at"how" the formulation, 

documentation and elaboration of the subject . Why , for example, was a 

two-third majority vote instead of consensus being adopted? In addition, 

how significant was the role of precedents in the formulation of the 

question. 
These questions shall be analysed in the light of the following 

topics: 
( 1 ) FART A: DECLARATIOr ON PRINCIPLES OF INTER. LA~V CONCERNING 

FRIEI DLY RELA'l IONS Ar,D CO-OPE2ATIO. AHU,G STATES. 

(2) PART B: DECLARATIOl 0~ PER~A,ENT SOVEREIG TY OVER NATURAL 
VL,ALT.H AND RESOURCES. 

(3) 

( 4) 

PART C: UNITED I'\A'l'IONS HIGH COMMISSIONER FOR HU!-~Ah RIGB'1 ... . 

PART D: LAVI OF THE SEA CONFEREJ.,CES. 

(5) PAR'l E: THE LEGAL SIGNIFICANCE Al~ STATU~ OF THE DECLARATIO 0. 

rhe above topics have been chosen because the process of law making 

involved in each show 0 the different type of results, which include 

not only the Declaratory process of International Law, the attempt to 

creati. new laws and to create specific programmes in pursuance to the 

terms of the Charter of the United Nations . 
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Se condly , the different subjects highlight how far there should be 

agreement in a subject before they can be elaborated and codified. The 

topics also show how far there should be dialogue before the suspicion 

that exists may be removed . 

The process involved in the law making highlights what "type" of 

institution and the "composition" of such institution is required as to 

bring success to the whole exercise. 

Last but not least, the tofics show what different procedures 

are involved and why they were being selected . 

PART A: ( Declaration on rinciples of International ,aw Concerning 

Friendly Relations and Co-operation among States) . 

ORIGIN OF THE COI'.CEPT 

The presence of the question before the General Assembly was the 

result of the convergence of two main political pressure grou;:,s, which 

were coming fr 0m the Soviet Bloc and secondly those co r.1 ing fro:1 the 

"newn non - aligned states . ( 1 ) 

(A) Soviet Bloc Initiqtive 

At the end of th e internal crisis, civil war and foreign intervention, 

the new Soviet state found itself relatively isolated from the other 

members of the international community. rhis posed the problem of 

how the relationship of the new states can be explained in the light of 

the other capitalistic st~tes. The explanation of this situation was 

to be found in the policy of "peaceful co - existence 11 or as it is known 

today , friendly relations 11 • 

It was to be the first task of Soviet International Lawyers in finding 

letal foundation for the theory . In this early stage of the development 

of the Soviet state , there was a strong conviction that this 

transformation was merely a temporary one as communism was going to 

spread to the other parts of the world . (2) . 

( 1) E . Mc'Nhinney ''THE LA I1"I'ERl ATIOJ AL LA'N " ( 1966) 60 A . J . I . L . at 3 

(2) E . A. Synder & H . i' . Bracht 11 CO - EXIS fliC2 & IN'.i.ErrnATIOLAL LA,,' ( 1958) 
I.C . L. Q. at 55 . 

0 
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In essence the principle of co - existence involved temporary co - operation 

between the Communist and capitalistic states . 1ut the co - operation 

as between the two cannot be a permanent feature of the relationship ac 

it was the ultimate aim of the Soviet state to spread COllimunism 

universally , thus it involved the destruction of the capitalistic system .O ) 

Since tl!is expectation did not happen the principle of "peac eful 

co-existenc e" (if one may call it that) , was the means to bring the 

capitalistic states within the Communist co nt r ol . The concept was seen 

in this light by the Jestern jurists initially , i . e . it was a means 

of destruction . Due to the failure of the spread of Communism , as 

already alluded to , and the non - disappearance of the law , the policy 

has taken a new turn aa the 3oviet states bec~me conservative. t2) 

It is now argued that to be essentially a meanG of r0gulating peaceful 

co-operation and international relations between the two major blocs (3 ) . 

Thus the concept now is argued to contain: 

(a) mutual respect for the territorial integrity and sovereignty 

(b) obligation not to attack other states 

(c) non interference in the internal affairs of other states 

(d) equality and granting of equal advantages 

(e) renunciqtion of force a~ a means of settling disputes . 

As a res ult of the Soviet Union ' s request to include in the 12~h 

session of the General Asse bly the item "declaration Concerning 

Peaceful Co - existenc e" (4) , was included on the 1st October 1957 in the 

Agenda of the General Assembly . In addition ther·e was a "joint draft 

proposal" of India , Yugoslavia and Sweden . The wording of the "joint 

proposal" was adopted hy the 6th Committee with the approval of the 

( 1 ) E . A. Synder & H . '.' . Bracht "COEXISTENCE & INTERN AT ION AL LAW ( 1958) 
I.C . L . Q. at 57 

(2) McWhinney ~ . " Il~l'ERNATIOI AL LAW & R~VOLU'lIOH" (1967) p . 70 
This will undo ubtedly be denied by Communist bloc jurists . 

(3) Synder & Bracht ( supra ). p . 70 Mc Whirney (supra) p . 
(4) Y. U. N. (1 957 ) at 105 

.._ 
I 
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Soviet Union , (whose proposal was severely criticised) and their 

proposal was not voted. (1) The proposal was to r esult in General 

Assembly Resolution 1236 (XII). 

(B) II,ITIATIVE OF ' NEW ' 011A'l'E0 (2) 

It need not be over empha ~ised that one of the mos t dramatic 

developments in the history of the United Nations has been the increase 

in the membership sinc e 1945 , from its 51 original (3) member states 

it has increased to 138 in 1975 (4). The unofficial groupings of the 

General Assembly members clearly shows the voting power of the new states. 
These are : 

(1) Permanent Members of the ~ecurity Council 
(2) Afric n S tate s 
(3) Asian States 
(4) Eastern European S tates 
(5) Latin America 
(6) Western Europe (including Australia, 

N. L . & Cana Ja) 

5 
43 
34 
10 
26 

20 

These fi bures were approximately the same when these questions were 

being considered by the appropriate bodies . As a direct result of the 

above composition of the General Assembly, th e emphasis in objects shifted 

to a more 'active' role o f International Law not only in the promotion 

of justice , but also in the protection of states (especially the " new' 
ones) , from having their inuependence invaded, literally and e c onomi cally . 
They were dissa t isfied as International Law was insensitive to their 

aspirations . In order to get conc r ete results they neither looked to 

the , est or East Bloc for guidance . It was by direct participation of 

(i) 1 .U.N. (1 957) p. 105 
(J.) The definition of new shall r efer to the newness of states in terrr.s 

of their history or emercence. This description is very ar t ificial 
for the term "new" is a relative one. It thus included states 
which have emerged or attained independence in and after Wo rld War 2 . 
This would include most of the states whi ch have joined the Jnit e d 
Nations in th e last 30 years. 

(3-) Apart from the states which were signatory to the declaration, it 
included non-signatory who were invited after the San Yra nsisco 
Conference convened . 

(4) ( 1975) United Nations Handbook , Ministry of Fo r eign Affairs p . 9 

"' .. 
" 
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these states, that can bring the law as they see it, to meet their 

changed circumstances. In this resrect they pi cked up fron where the 

Soviet and Western juri~ts left off in their debate on the question 

of 11 friendly relations". In addition they changed the emphasis of 

International Law to a problem ori~ntated approach and to other legal 

doctrines often seen as unimportant by the two princip~l protagonists. 

(1) Their intervention in the dialogue between the East and the West 

removed the monopoly held on the elaboration of the concept from the 

Communist bloc and as seen by McWhinney, was to provide flesh to the 

bare bones of the discussion (2) which in turn helped to remove the 

general air of misunderstanding that hung over the discussion of this 

q_uestion . Di8$l.tisfactionve.s seen as to the st1.te of the law on guarantees 

of political and l egal sovereignty or even a feeling in some quarters 

that the laws were obsolete. This could be explained in their desire 

to participate with the process of law naking as they have not done 

before. It was partly for the desire to have that prestige of being seen 

as lawnakers. There has been a suggestion that the view of the new 

states towards international law, say, as to "unequal treaties" or the 

exaggerated emphasis on the concept of national sovereignty and even the 

rejection of the cust omary international law, to be due to their economic 

position. (3) How true this view as that of the "new state 11 is, is 

questionable, for it would seem that this is the result of joining 

forces with the Communist bloc in the attempt to re-write the law. 

The initial problem that was fac ~d by the est was this common 

platform that the Y.:ast and the "new" states have against the status qua. 

It was seen that the rather literalistic insistence on the question 

of the "sources" of the law, and the view that invernational law can 

only be improve d not by any such broad declaration but on the improve me nt 

of the present international law, was to be contrary to the demand for 

(1) McWhinney, 60 .\ .J.I. L . 3 
(2) ibid. 

( __;) Piet - Hein Houten "PRINCIPLES OF II,'fERNAl'IO!liAL LA.'1 COhCE ,hING 
FRIE:,:DLY Rr.:LATI01.S. 11 (1 9o7) 61 A.J. I.L. at 701 

,, -" 
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a more adaptive means of law making that is applicable to the changed 

circums tan ces . However, there is the danger that in return for their 

support, the Comnunist states able to persuade the majority of new 

states to depict the status quo as only serving the interest of the .est , 

and the established rule s of Customary law be rejected as it's alien 

and has no application to th e new st , te s which were not in existence 
when the laws were made . (1) 

The effec .s 01 the intervention of the new states was to bring 

respectability and acceptability to the concept 0f "friendly relations" 
fo r the real intention of the Soviet Union was doubted in the light of 

recent events, as th • Invasion of Hungary in 1956 . The word of the 

So viet Union was doubted for it was to be seen in terms of deeds and 

action . The interest shown by the new states forced the West to 

re-think their views on the question . This can be shown by the vote and 

discussion on the proposal of the three sta te s ( i.e. Yugoslavia, India , 

and Sweden) when the question originally arose in the first committee (2) 

(C) AT1IT UDE OF THE WESTER~ JURISTS 

As already noted peaceful co-existence was initially a means to bring 

about universal communism anu th e re was s e r ous doubt as to real ioti ve 

of the Soviet Union in their attempt to bring about a Declaration of 

"friendly relations" . I t was the 'deeds" not words that wer e important . 

The whole exerci s e was seen as a mere propaganda to uesseminate Communism 

ideology and to silence the international criticism for what the Soviet 

Union had just done. The question however was in the agenda of the 

International Law Association since 1956 des pite the ideological 

differences . In this regard , it should be noted that througha ut the 

discussion of th topic in the Internationa l Law As s ocia tion th title 

of the topic was not changed to "fr iendly relations " as was in the 

General Assembly . 

(1) Houben (supra) 735 . 
(2) 1957 , Y.U.N . p . 105 
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The concept of "peaceful co-existence" as suggested by the .:,oviet 

Union was seen as not one of the established principles of International 

Law an d that the only way to brin6 results to the concept was not 

through " pea c eful co - existence" but in the promotion and maintenance 

of friendly relations between states. In any event , the change in 

the name of th e concept came from the proposal of the 3 states (India , 

Yugoslavia and Sweden) when the question was considered in the first 

Committee. 

The most important resul t of the discussion of the topic in the 

Association has been the breakthrough in the general outlook towards the 

to pic. 

This breakthrough by the members of the Association, who were dealing 

on a pecson to person basis, and outs ide the arena of the General Assembly 

was to help in eliminating the initial suspicion that the West had on the 

whole exercise. It is the ch ~nge of attitude that has been contributed 

by the frank exch~nges between th e jurists of both sides of the bloc . (1) 

Des cite the ideolo gical deba te (with emphasis on politics and ideology) 

that ha ppe ned early on in the discussion of the topic , the .estern 

jurists were able to ins ist on pragmatic empirical step by step approach 

t o the practical s olutio ns as between the two sides . (2) This is said 

to have materialised in the next year when the Moscow Partial Test Ban 

Treaty of 196) was completed. Thus the ideological debate often coupled 

by calling and ins ults were to be replaced by serious discussions as to 

how to solve the problems pr e vailing in the world. (3) 

Another important factor that partly helped to eliminate the 

fear of the West was the improvement in the relationship of United States 

anu the Soviet Union, leaQin t up to the "detente" . Des pite the double 

faced po licy of "peaceful co-existence', one aimed at the local audience 

and one at the int e rnational world co wmunity at large, it was the latter 
that 

( 1) E. Mc\,hinney "IN'fERNATIONAL LAW AND REVOLU'l ION" ( 1967) at 72 . 
(2) ibid . at 73 
(3 ) ibid . at 72 
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produced more result than the former in that economic and trade 

relations were encouraged by the Soviet Union. Thus it was the "deeds ' 

rather than "words" that was important in showing that ·r . s . S.R . 

was genuinely interested in maintaining international peace. It should 

be noted however, that there was some breakthrough in the discussion 

between the East and West ideological rivalry even before the establishment 

of the sort of atmosphere created by the detente of the early 1960 1s. 

This was largely in the scientific field where there was not much 

pre -occupation with ideological debate. (1) It has been pointed out 

that it was the result of the ½est•s insistence that more details were 

being elicited from the ~ommunist bloc as to the content of the "friendly 

relations". However, a close look at the result of the exercise showed 

that there was not really much attained in terms of clear concrete 

principles . it may have succeded in turning the emphasis not on mere 

generalisations to a more acceptable formulation that would be able to 

have application to practical problems. it seems therefore from the 

description of McWhinney •s that the discussion was able to provide a 

"pragmatic, empirical problem orientated step by step approach" (lJ 

to be not really a true description of the result of the Special Committee . 

As a result of the two pressures anu the improvement in international 

relations between the major powers that have facilitated and allowed 

discussion not only in the international Law Associ~tion but also in 

the 0eneral ~ssembly. it became very clear that there was a consensus 

of opinion that {he, future is doomed unless international co-operation 

exists between the members of the u eneral Assembly. The Afghanistan's 

representative, among others , had this to say : 

"· ... if the world wished to be spared of an atomic war, 

the nations should base their policies on non-intervention, 

~lJ Mcwhinney , 60 A.u.I.L. p. 29 
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respect of international sovereignty , territorial 
integrity of states and settlement of disputes by 
peaceful means .•.•.• " (1) 

WHICH INSTITUTION WAS SELECTED? 

Under General Assembly 1505 (XV), operative paragraph 4, the 
question of friendly relations was included in the provisional agenda 
of the General Asse~bly in its 17th session (a) . The item was referred 
to the 6th (legal) Committee for consideration . There was a general 
agreement among most members of the Committee that there was an ur&ent 
need to improve and strengthen international peace and this could be 
attained by the development of International Law . ~wo courses of action 
were av8ilable to the Committee . 

Firstly , it was proposed by Czechoslovakia, for the 6th (Legal) 
Committee to prepare a Draft Declaration of 19 specific principles . (3) 

In the second place the General Asse~bly was to restrict itself 
to studying and defining only a few principles while leaving the others to 
be considered later . It was sponsored by 14 stqtes. (The first 14 draft 
Resolution) ( ) . A compromise solution was suggested whereby the first 
and se cond proposals were to be eillbodied into one. This was submitted 
by another 14 states (hereinafter called the 2nd & 4th draft resolution). 
Howe ver this was to be OJ.posed, and after a number of informal meetine;s , 
an additional draft resolution was proposed, and had the support of 37 
states. It included the suggestion that seven principles of International 
Law would be placed in the current agenda of the 18th session ana in terms 
of priority . This text was submitted for vote by the 6th Coram.i ttee which 
was adopted by the vote of 73 to O with abstention . It should be noted 
that the three other proposals were not to be voted ano. the proposal was 
to form the General Assembly Resolution 1815 (XXII) (5) 

(l)General AsseJbly 18th session , 6th Committee , 804th meeting , p . 119 ( 2) ( 1961 ) Y. U. N. 525 
(3 )(1962 Y. U. N. p . 489 
(4) ibid 
(5) ibid 

--I 
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In the 17th sessi)n the 6th Committee hact 29 meetin3s in dealing 

with the question . In this session two working papers were submitted 

by the member states. Czechoslovakia proposed that the 6th Committee 

should establish 2 workin6 groups, where the first shall de a l with 

the preliminary drafts on the 4 princples that had been selected by 

the General Assembly . The other Committee was to deal with the other 

principles that were suggested by the proposal of the first "14 power 

draft" (i.e . the suggestion of Czechoslovakia) . 

However, the above proposals were to be amended where J the 6th 

Committee was to establish a "Special Committee" to draw up proposals 

for the progressive development of International Law. This proposal 

was supported by 19 African states and Yugoslavia (1) 

An amendment to this proposal was that the "Special Commit tee" 

was to meet at the end of the session of the 6th Committee. This was 

supported by the 9 Latin American states. However it was resolved that 

the two proposals were to be jointed into one . This draft was adopted 

unanimously by the 6th Committee ahd was to be the General Assembly 

Resolution 1966 (XVII) . 

(a) Why was the 6th Committee not selected? 

It was clear that at the discussion of the 17th session of the 6th 

Committee nothing was to be attained by the body of the 6th (Legal) 

Committee due to the shortage of time , for more could be attained by a 

Committee which would be 4ble to study the ouestions . The 6th Gommittee 

did not have time to deal with all the speakers interested in the subject 

for it was seen by the representative of Guatemala that such a committee 

would be able to study the subject ( 2) Any such Comini t tee would be able 

to prepare a report as to the topics to be aiscussed . Due to the large 

numbers of the members of the 6th Committee , it was not able to devote 

enough time for the discussion of the question of friendly relations , 

since it requires thorough examination of the principles of 

(1) ibid . 1962 Y. U. N. p . 489 
(2) General Assembly, 18th session, 6th Co •umittee, 815th meeting , p . 190 
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International Law (1) . However, the increase in the membership to 

3 1 from 27 in the special committee (2) seems to defeat this very purpose . 

There was a general dissatisfaction with the state of law, and 

even though the agenda of the 6th Committee has been very light , there 

was a reluctan c e to be involved in drafting work involving more than one 

session . it was felt that the continuity of work would be affected by 

the change in the membership of the Committee . Mc"hinney (3 ) has 

suggested that there was a feeling of dissatisfaction with the slowness 

and procedural cv111bersomeness adopted by the Committee . This criti c ism , 

would hold water , if seen , in the light of the attempt to totally 

disregard the standard norms in favour of the new ones . As the experience 

of the law of the sea has shown , that it is very difficult to est ib lish 

new norms . l4) I t is sug ested however , that the pro cedures were not 

slow, but it was simply that they had too many e xpectations and the 

procedures were no t geared towards dramatic changes that were being 

called for . The uncertainty alleged was due not so much to the state of 

the law but rather to the style of conducting foreign relations l / ) . 

The criticism would not be valid when extended to the selection of the 

Special Committee as th e m2mbership consisted of those members of the-

6th Committee . ln fact , one can say that the 8pecial Committee was a 

cross se c t i on of the 6th Committee . 

(b) Why_!!_as the International Law Commission Ommitted·t 

The function imposed by Art . 13 of the charter (i . e . the codification 

and progressive development of International Law) involved more than 

the te chnical functions of drafting the documents , for i t pr esupposes 

that the r e is a certain degree of agreement as to procedural rules and 

substanc e of the question to be dealt with . Th us it was ludicrous 

( 1 ) 
( 2 ) 
(3) 
( 4) 

(5) 

for example see Cen . Assembly 18th 
U. N. Dox ' s A/5689 , A/ 5727 
McWhinney , 60 A. J . I . L . p . 3 
John N. Hazar d " NEV/ PER.SONALITIE.S 

( 1963) 51 , A . J . I . L . pp . 61 1-2 

session , 6th Committee , 802nd meeting· 

TO CREATE NE', IN'l'ERNATIONAL LAW " 
(1964) 58 A.J. I . L . 955 

.._ 
I 

.. .. , 
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to involve the International Law Commission in codification o f 

contro versial questions . (1 ) In the first place , the question of 

11 friendl y relations" is a very controversial one . The question covers 

the entire field of relations between states and any formulation was to 

have a lot of political impact. The question touches on one of the most 

sensitive areas of international Law . 

Se condly , there was no " poli t ical will 11 or agreement as to the 

procedure , let alone , o ~ the substance of the question . ~hese two elements 

made the question of 11 friendly relations 11 of a special nature and the 

1 .L . C. was not the appropri~te body to deal with its 1 rogressive develop -

ment and codification . 

Since the question has important political implic· tions , there was 

an emphasis on this aspect , ana there were doubts if the question has 

been a "legal 11 one . Fro:11 this point of view , it was not a subject that 

the states were prepared to allocate to a body as the International Law 

Com.nission since they wanted to retain the control as to the development 

of the law in the area , ·no to see thqt the developed law was within their 

commitment . Thus , a body which emphasised "objectivity" in its work was 

too high powered for the subject as this . ~hus , the criticism of 

tcWhinney (2) is that the International Law Commission was not sensitive 

to the need forth ~ change in the world or a ~ beint concerned wi t h. 

obsolete a~ to be unfounded, as it failed to take into account the 
11 special 11 nature of the subject and the absence of consensus as to the 

content of the question and the practicvl problem of merely creating an 

academi c exercize , which most stat es were very likely not to go along with . 

2) COLPOSI.rION OF THh, .SPECIAL COi1 :IT'lEE 

There were 27 -embers (3) who were appointed by the President of the 

Ge~eral Assembly , taking into account ''geographical representation and 

the needs of th major legal systems' 1 • 'l'his was to be increased to 3 1 

(1) Prof . Keith "TH' rWLE OF LAW IN 'l'E J . 11, . 11 (5 VU Law Rev . p . 123) 
(2) McWhinney 60 , A. J . I . L . 3 
(3) Afghanis~an , Argent~na , 'ustralia , Cameroon , Canada , Czechoslovakia , 

Dahomev France Chana Guateroala .India Italv Janan .Lebanon Maaae,.,as car.i :1exi co , !\e t her .La!1as , 1~1ger1a ~ Po.Land , .r<om~1ha , 0we ae n , u .~.J. , unitea Arab Republic , U. S . ~., Y. K. Y goslavia nd Venezuela . 

.. .. 
" 
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with the inclusion of Algeri o. , Kenya, Chile and Syria . ( 1). The 

jus tification for the increas e was tha t, pa rt of the failure of the 

Special Commit e e me e t i ng in Mexico in the summer of 1964 wa s due to 

the lack of repre s ent a tion of th e major le gal systems. But, as was 

noted before, this was contrary to the object of creating a small special 

body which would have the time to deal with this question, as it was the 

major reason for allocating it to a special committee of the 6th 

·;ommi t tee. 'l'he members hip did not at all change except for 1:,urma taking 

the place of Afghanistan which resigned prior to the Mexico sessions . 

'l'he appointees to the Special Commi tte were to be "jurists" v,hich 

was not defined, and in practice, it was those lawyers in the Foreign 

Ministries. It was felt that t he lee;al training of the "jurists" were 

to be helpful in their methodology of work that was to be adopted by the 

~recial Committee in its work and to reduce the likelihood of the excuse 

Le in e; s een as purely political r a ther than legal . (2) The appointees 

were lawyers who were the gove rnment spoke smen. Unlike the me mbers of 

the lnternational~Law Commis s ion, who are appointed on their individual 

basis, and who are free to e xercise their le gal expertise in the proces s 

of codification and progre ssive develo f rnent the me mbers of th e Special 

Com•ni t tee had their hands tied in the back and were merely restating 

the views of their governments without really exercising the legal 

expertise t .a t they pos s ess . l hus, this e xplains a lot of delay in, for 

example, getting compromises as the representatives have to have their 

governments' sanction be fore ent e ring into compromises, and an explanation 

for the length of time involved in the process of elaboratio n of th e 

1.uestion. Despite the fact that the a p1ointees vJerc "jurists" the 

exercise emphasised the political a s pects and the play on "jurists" was 

simply to answer the criticism of the body bein6 political . 

(1) General As Le1bly . esolution 2103A (XX) operative para . 3 

(2) General Asse mbly, 18th session, R02nd meeting, p .11 3 lltalian 
representative) 

,. .. 
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(a) Task of the Special Committee 

.1t was set out by the General Asse~bly Hesolution 1815 (XVII) 

whereby it was to undertake the study of the principles ¼ith the view 

of their progressive development and codification . These principles were : 

(a) refraining from the use of threat or force 

(b) settlerrent of international disputes by reaceful means 

(c) duty not to intervene in ao~estic jurisdi c tion of other states 

(d) duty to co-operate with one another in a c cordanc e with the charter . 

(e; principle of equality and self determination of people 

(f) principle of sovereign equality of states 

(g) states shall fullfil in good faith their obligations 

assured under the charter 

The Special ~ommittee which met in ½exico dealt with principles (a) , 

(b), (c) and (e) . .1he Special Committee was constituted in 1965 , 66 , 67, 
68 , 69 and 70 to complete the task of formulating the principle of 

••friLY'dly relations" . 

(b) What procedures were adopted by the Special Con ittce? 

when the question was beint discussed uy the 6th Committ ' f , emphasis 
waa placed on th importance of procedures that should be followed . The 
subject required preliminary debates and thorough examination of all 
its aspects before any worthwhile declaration could b2 made . (1) Unless 

the procedure to be adopted was thorough there w~s no point in going 
through the exercise as it would be more repetition of the Charter and 
the only way was to follow the procedure of the International Law 

Commission in regaru to the presentation of precedents , other relevant 
data , judicial decisions , doctrines and use of commentaries . (2) It was 
implicit in the discussion that the procedures to be adopted were to -

( 1) see General Asseinbly , 6th Commit tee , 802nd meeting , p . 1 13 (2) General Asse~bly, 6th Co , mittee , 815th meeting at 190 (Guatemala rep . ) 
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(1) identify the leeal principles and the relevant rules 

(2) ascertain whether those identified principles and rules 

were ready for elaboration and codification 

USE OF COMMENTARY 

The drafting committee in its report made great use of the 

cominentaries on ea ch of the r,rin ci plea that were being dealt with by 
the Special Committee. Under Art. 20 of the statute of the International 
Law Commission there is a requirement where the International Law Commission 
when preparing drafts for submission to the General Assembly, with 

commentary containing -

(a) adequate presentation of precedents and other relevant data, 

including treaties, judicial decisions and doctrine 

(b) conclusions relevant to (1) extent of agreement on each 

point in practice of state and in doctrine 

(c) divergencies and disagreements a s well as arguments. 

In the light of this provision the Draft Committee in setting out 
its report to the Jpe cial Committee have pointed out not only the point 
of consensus and principles where no consensus could breached. It also 
set out the arguments forwarded by the various parties and the explana-
tions of the voting of the participants . The importance of this practice 
is that it provides the means to ensure that nothing is being overlooked 
and that the argument~ aet out ~he points of bargaining for future 

conferences. They also raise other possibilities open to the Special 
Comillittee , in the area of fact finding, after producing the various 
proposals submitted, if it went on to consider alternatives.(2) 

( 2 ) DRAFTING COMMITTEE 

The membership of the Drafting Committee was fourteen (3) given 
the task of: consideration of proposals, amendments, and the record of the 
Special Committee, with a view of drawing up draft texts, for~ulating 
(1) See General Assembly, 6th Committee, 802nd meeting, p.113 ( 2) see U. N. Juridical Yearbook ( 1964) p. 167 . (3) Arg£ntina, Austra~ia, burma , Cz~chos~ova,~ia, ~~ance, Ghana, !taly, · · · · R u 1' U K and Yugoslavia. Lebanon, Mex1.co , _iigerici. , ,_,...:,., . . i.,., · · 
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points of consensus plus the argu~ents adv~nced in support . The Drafting 

Committee cid mar~ than mere drafting of the formulations for its objects 

amounted to an authority for seeking common solutions for the Special 

Committee . It was involved in 11 bargaining 11 as to which proposal was 

more acceptable than others . In its method of work , the Drafting 

Committee used 11 consen3 us 11 rather than voting . It is similar to the 

practice of the International Law Commission . Even though this may be 

time consuming in that there would be a lot of repetition , the result 

however , would be more acceptable to the governments . It is of great 

impor t ance to the question of "friendly relations" that there is e;eneral 

agreement as to its formulations and this is better than entrenching 

the positions of minorities . 'rhus , the Drafting Committee in its work 

was tryinr to get an agreed draft for t .. e Special Com,i'i ttee . 

3) SECRETARIAT 

The members of tte General Asse'11bly unaer paragraph /i. of Leneral 

Assembly Resolution (1966 XVII) were requested to furnish information 

to the Secretariat, as to the documentation of U. N. and states practice , 

and relevant precedents . 1he secretariat not only played an administra -

tive function but was the "centre of scientific resee.rch" . ( 1) The 

succecs of the whole operation depends quite a lot on the expertise and 

efficiency of such a service . 

4) SIGNIFICAhCE OF ~R~C~DEJ~b 

Extensive document~tion oone by the Secretariat provided as a 

starting point fo~ the examination of the _aw and the fact that the 

representatives on the Special Committee were "jurists" reinforces the 

importance of preceuent as a starting point rather 'han starting anew 

without any past reference . (2) 

The basis of the 7 principles to be studied ca~e from tbo united 

Nations Charter (Art. 2) which incorporated some established principles 

( 1 ) Brigi:;s 1/. H. "THB I1WU0TRI AL LAW COM!"1IS .:i ION" ( 1965) p . 1 70 
(2) Hazard 58 A. J . I . L . p . 974 

.. .. 
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of International Law - as prohibition on the use of force ; sovereign 
equality and peaceful settlement of disputes . Self determination was 
the only principle of late origin , for it has been part of the preamble 
and Art 1 . (1) of the Charter. 

The expertise of the members was necessary to ~11ow the use of 
the documentation on - . N . and st tes practir. e. 

ln the discussion of the question of "friendly relations" in the 
6th Committee , in the 18th session , it was stressed that any result of 
the ~xercise must have general acceptance i~ it was to be of ~ny value 
at all . In order to attain this , the Special Com~ittEe adopteL the 
consen~us a~ its procedure . lt didn ' t follow the General Asse ,bly 
standard procedur6 as set out in Art . 18 of the cnarter , whereby there 
"shall be a 2/3rd majority vote on "important" questions and ordinary 
on others' '· In practice , it ~ay suffice to note Lhat the distinctions 
do not stand out and doubts have been expre~sed towards it . (2) 

This procedure was adopted because the process underta' en involves 
more than mere codification and in order for a progressively developed 
law to be accepted it rrust have "general" acceptance . It was more likely 
if adopted through consensus rather than having the majority imposing 
their will on the "strong" minority . The procedure , however , gives 
absolute veto to the minority . 1t was pointed out by the majority , 
that to allow such a situation to arise was to be time consuming . 
would be wrong , so it was argued, for the minority not to recognise 
the wish of the majority . However , it was clear that any effort 

It 

to impose such majority will wreck the whole exercise . Any steps to 
bring back the 2/3rd majority would threaten those principles where 
agreer.,ent had alr ady been re·tched. 1bus , all the wor:~ 'llreauy done 
would be in jeopardy if the ~ajority wishes to impose its votinb majority. 

( 1) Sahovic , . "PRINCIPLES OF INTERNA'l'IOI~AL LAW CONGER HJG FRIE DLY .r<:;LArllu.\S & C0 - 0.t:ERATIOTII" 1972,p:28 -----
( 2) Goodri eh Ha:.nbro ~ ...,iml"'ion::; " CHAR'l' E OF 'l'H : U. I\ . 11 1 969 p . 1 72 

.. -" 
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Even though the adopted procedure wasn ' t common within the General 

Assembly Organs it is submitted chat by the very nature of the question 
to make the Declaration worth the paper it is written on , it must have 
consensus , whereby guaranteeing general acceptance . This could be seen 
in the latest series of the law of the sea conferences where consensus 
would be best suited to formula tint.. a v1or';::ab::..e nurm to deal with the 
law of the sea . 

The General Assembly 'ldopted the eclaration on "Friendly 
rlelations'' on the 24th October 1970 by Res . 2625 and it r eaffirmed the 
importance of international peace and security . 1t is one of the most 
i~portant contributions to international peace in recent years and is 
ranked in the s~mc group as the Universal Declar~tion of Human Rights; 
Declaration granting Independence to Co l onial People and the Declaration 
on the Elimination on all forms of Racial Jescri~ination . 

6) CRITICIS ,..., OF THE 0PECIAL COMMITTEE 

It ha.s ll1 people in iU, Draftin[, Committee. This is co. pareJ to 
the 9 that forms the Drafting Comir1ittee in tbe International Law 
Commission and this has teen seen as being too big to be able to 
adequately deal with the question . There were others who \er8 [ranted 
the st·-J.tus of being "observers" including the .~pecial rapporteaur of 
the 0pecial Committee (1) ~ut , this was only so in the first Mexico 
Conference . However , this flexibility allowed the dissenting view~ to 
he adeouately re~resented . 

Mc' !hinney ( 2) sa ·: that the ,estern ...,tates tried to belittle the 
importanc e of the Conference , by either the sending of junior offici~ls 
(3) or the silence of ,_;orne of the rer,re~E.'1tqt-i_ves, E; . 0 • Canada . 

Tbis however , was true for the 1exico Conference . Se condly , this only 
accounts for what is being rEcorded in th0 official records and no t 
what goes in the unoffici l ~eetings between the participants . The 

( 1 ) Lee. $,- "H'T C:Ri ATIC1AL LAV COi,MLS.3ION RE- EXAl1INEp 11 (1 965) 59 A. J . I.L . 
p . 561 (2) (1966) GO, A . J.I . L . 31 

(3 · '1''1e r presem,'ltivecJ of tr o :e, t rn Sto.te~ provea this o be not so -Australia - Sir Kenneth l:ailey ; ~anada - A. Robertson , 
Italy - Gae t ano Arangio - Ruiz ; U. K. - I . : . 0inclair; Sweden - Hans Blix 

f 

.. .. 
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record . .; oi' the .. i,eci 1 lJo,11mi ttee ....,bowed later on just how important 

the infor ,1al meetings were. It was through these in for nal rr.eetlngs 

th'i t Lhe ma jor bre'tkthrou.rr:s ,:ere made . 

Another criticism w~s ~imed at the calibre of the selected 

representatives, but because of the nature of the question, he apnointcGs 

have to be government spokes~en, for the governmental support was very 

important to the fore of the Declaration . Thus thE appointecc require 

a blend of legal expertise with political acumen . This is not to say 

that the members of the international Law Commission lack these skills . 

Far f ro i.1 it , for one of the cri te r-i b for the selec tion was just that. 

Last but not lea....,t, Lie Spec ial Committee had spent a lot of 

time in its wor·,;. . However , the tiMe factor .should be s een in the light 

of the preparedness to exchange views frankly, and such ex change thou~~ 

tine conLu1ine establ1Eteu the base for futu r e agreeme nt . These exchanges 

also persuaded the doubters that after all , the ,xercise wa~ not that 

bad, or at least dangerous , as had been made out to be . 

PART B (Permanent .Sovereign t.) over Natural Wealth and Resources) 

HIS'l'ORY OF THE: CONCEPT 

As a direct r esult of the change in membership in the United 

Nations since it started (1) the emphasis that was to be initiated by 

the "new" members was on the questioning of the international law 

principle affe cting the sovereignty of natural wealth and r esources 

available in those states . This was the result of the re - direction of 

the pressures which had led those states in de~anding and attaining 

political independence . ( 2) Political nationalism t u1·ned t o Gconorni c 

(1) see p . 5 . 

( ?) MuhamadA . Muthraby "PE ...,QiJ ( IG!'r;:'V OV~ OIL R•:uOURC.C:3 "1966 p .4 .. .. -
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nationalism because it became clear th&t more political inctepenaenc~ 

id ~ot me~n econo ic independence. Political independence didn't alter 

th~ backward economic state that ,,a being faced by these "new" states, 

wbich wa characterided by Jevere i~balance ~n emphasis, 3nd was more 
12, 

attractive~out side ~nvestoro than to the internal need. (1) 

Unles~ 6cono.1ic inde pendence can be attained, political independence 

did noL mean much . 

A result of t~is view was ~o threaten the es~~blls.ed investments 

from the capital exporting states. It was threatened because political 

independence had allowed :.he "new" states to adopt economic polities 

mo,·e geared to the local needs without any fear of automatic diplomatic 

intervention on behalf of a foreign enterprise unlike th2 past. (2) 

This is not to say that other forms of sanctions (as withdraw! of 

expertise and so on) could not be used. The question was aimed at the 

need to reaffirm the right of the "new" states to exploit their natural 

wealth and resources. 

It first arose when the 2nd Committee dealt with a draft resolution 

proposed by Uruguay (3) where "member states ci hould recognise the right 

of each country to nationalise and freely exploit its natural wealth as 

an essential factor of economic independne ce" (4) The reasons were that 

the present forms of aid as in loan or private investment were not 

adequate to solve the problem of the "new" s tate s (5) What was required 

was the right of those states to disrose freely of their own resourtes (6). 

It was then seen by those opposed to draft resolution that the matter was 

an established principle of international law and any reaffirmation would 

only raise doubts as to the validity of this principle . It was defective 

in that it didn't take into account the established principle, that of 

co mpensation when properties are attached. Thirdly , the question was 

( 1) Muhamad A. Mughraby 11 PEl;(MANENT bOVEREIG :'11Y OVER OIL RS..)OURCE....," 1966 p. 4 
(2) Mughraby (supra) at p.13 
(3) (1 952) Y.U. N. at p . 389 
(4) Beep. footnote 
( 5) 

.. -" 

f 
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beyond the competence of the U.N. as it was within the domestic 

jurisdiction of the states (1). The capital exporting states were 

opposed to the omission of the rieht to adequate opposition and the 

U.S .A . tried to amend the draft Resolution to this end. However , an 

amendment from India where a compromise was reached whereby the rights 

of the "new" states were recognised but equally so , wa..:; the ackNlJiedge -

ment of the need of the underdeveloped states as to the need for 

investment (private and public) (2) . This <didn ' t satisfy the 

industrialised states who wanted an express statement as to the obligation 

of adequate compensation . Such draft resolution was adopted by the 

General Assembly in Resolution 676 (VII ) by 36 votes to 4 with 19 

abstentions (4) . The fear expressed towards this "nationalisation (5) 

resolution" was to materialise in the nationalisation of the United 

Fruit Co . by Guatemala and as a recognition of international law 

principle in the Anglo Iranian oil case . (6) 

However , the concept, which started off as aimed at private 

investors (7) was to extend its applicability as it became more and more 

identified with the drawing up of the Human Rights Covenants . From this 

point on , the concept of permanent sovereignty was to become part of 

the concept of self dete ·rriination which was to be drafted into Human 

Rights Covenant . 

In the 9th session of the General Assembly the question arose when 

the draft f,uman Rights Covenant was considered . The concept of 

permanent sovereignty was incJuded in para 3 of Art . 1 of the IJraft 

Covenant . Doctrines were, that it was an authorisation for nation~lisa -

tion without compensation and that control over natural resources had no 

(1) ibid 
(2) Mughraby (supra) p . p . 20 - 21 
( 3) Hyde N . J . "PERI ANENT .::iQV.i:; :EIGNTY OVER NATURAL •, ,EAL'lH & RESOURCES" 

50 A. J . I . L . p . 854 (1956) 
(4) Those against - N. Z., SouLh Africa , U.K ., U. S . A. 

Abstain - tlustralia , belgium , Canada , Cuba , China , enmark , France , 
Greece , Hai tt , Iceland , 1srael , Luxe nbourt , )we den , 
1Iurkey, Venezuela , Lilipi.,.,n, · , .:etherlands , I,lcar-.1(ua, 
Norway and Peru . 

(5) cited in ughraby (supra) at P• 20 
(6 ) cited in Hyde ~supr a) p . 854 
(7 ) Hyde ( supra ) p . 855 

,. -.. 
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relationship to the concept of "sovereignty." It was argued on the 

contrary, that political independence was to be guaranteed only through 

economic independence (1) 

'l'he question was in the agenda of the Commit tee on Human Rights 

Commission in the 10th session , when dealing with the drafts covenents. 

It had 2 draft resolutions of which only one was relevant for our 

purpose. It was proposed (2 ; that a commis s ion be set up to survey the 

status of the rights of people a nd naL ions to permanent sovereignty over 

their natural wealth and resources, and , to make recommendations ~here 

necessary, to strengthen that right. (3) Such commission was re quired 

to study the question thoroughly. On the contrary , it was argued that 

due to th e shortage of time, this couldn't be done and instead prepare 

recommendations whereby the . N. bodies and specialised agencies 

should giv3 particular attention in their regular work to the rights of 

people and nations to Gelf determination . (4) After the adoption of the 

recomm endation it was submitted to the Economic and Social Council where 

not only was th e constitutionality of the 'proposed commission'' doubted 

but also that the Commission was seen as·an appropriate body to deal 
j\ 

with such poli ti cal que stions S5)The council did report the recommendations 

of the rommi ssion and r eferred the question back to be reconsidered by 

the Commission ( 6) 'l'nls action was cri t_Lc Lsca. in the 3r, Co , it tee , where 

i t was seen aD a delaying tact ic t o a questio n o f immediate concern. 

On the other hand the Western States defended the action on t h e basis 

tha t the que s tion of self dete rmination was a political on~ which neither 

the Commission on Human Ri ghts, nor the Economic and Social Council , nor 

the General Assembly was the appropriate organ to deal with in prepara tion 

of the recommendations l7). This r esulted in th ~ adoption of General 

( l ) 

(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
( 6) 
( 7 ) 

Bane rice K .S . "THE CONCEP'l' OF PERMANENT SOVEREIGNTY OVER NATURAL 
RESOURCES - AN ANALYSIS" (1968) Indian Journal of Int. Law p. 528 
Proposals were submi tted by Chile , China, Egypt, Pakistan & Philippines 
(1954) Y.U.N. at p . 209 
(1 954 ) Y.U.N. a t p . 209 
ibid. 
Res . 545 G (XVII) 
(1954) Y.U.N. p . 211 
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Assembly Resolution 837 (IX) where the Commission on Human Rights was 

requested to complete its work on the qu estion of self determin ~tion; 

including recommendations concerning permanent sovereignty over natural 

wealth and resources, ha ving due regard to the rights and duties in 

international Law and to the importance of encouraging economic develop -

ment in the underdeveloped states, and further, requested the Council 

to submit the recommendations to the General Assembly in its 11th session 

( 1 ) • 

The question again featured in th e debates of the 3rd Committee 

in 1955 , whe re paragraph (3) deals with permanent so verei.}ity. 'fhe 

inclusion of the item was objected to by the llest for various reasons, 

since there was no such tlo.ing as "permanent soverej_gnty " where voluntary 

successions h·,ve been made by st- tes ( l) and that it was vague and 

ambiguous . There were attempts to delay th? discussion of Art . 1 of 

the dra ft coverant - as the question still needs further s tudy (3) . 

However , the majority agreed that Art. 1 para 2 readf with a few 

modifications as it exists today under the Covenants on Economic, Civil , 

Cultural , Political and Social Rights, as adopted by General Assembly 

Resolution 2200 (X :~ I) in 1966 (4). This wasn't the end of the matter, 

as it was again in question in the Economic and Social Council in 1955 . 

The Economi c and Social Council had before it the recommendation of the 

Commission , calling for an establishment of a Commission to survey the 

question of permanent sovereignty. There was a proposal to set up an 

Ad Hoe Commission of 5 members to study all the aspects of self 

determination. (5) The U.S. proposal was opposed by Afro Asian 

States and the Communist bloc. They emphasised that the question was an 

urgent one and such a proposal was a mere delaying tactic to forestall 

criticism. (6) 

(1) operative para6 raphs (i) and (ii) 
(2) Gen . Assembly Official Records, 10th session, 3rd Committ ee , 647th 

meeting (per U.K. Representative) p. 90 
( 3) Bane r ee (supra) at p. 522 
(4) see Eichelberger . C. "THE U.N. AND HUMAN RIGHTS" (1968) pp. 198-208 
(5) Baneree (supra) at 524 
(6) ibid 
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This proposal was rejected e ven though the Council transmitted the 
u.s. draft resolution for the Gene ral Assembly to make its own decision. 
A three year moratorimiended in 1958 and again the debate continued in 
the 13th session of the General Assembly. The same objections as to 
the vagueness or ambiguity of the concept as "nations" and "people" 
was raised again . Notwithstanding the strong opposition from the 
carital exporting states, the Committee adopted the recommendation to 
set up a Comn.ission by a vote of 52 to 15 with 4 absentions. ( 1 ) 

The concept of permanent sovereignty which was a basic constituent 
of the right of self determination, was to be adopted in the 1966 
Resolution 2200 as hrt. 1 (2) of the Covenant on Economic , Cultural, 
Civil , Political and social rights: 

"all people may, for their own end, freely dispose of 

their natural wealth. and resources wit~out prejudice to 

any objections arising o ut of the international economic 

co-operation based upon the r rinciple of mutual benefit , 

and international law. In no case may people be d eµived 

of their means of subsistence" 

B) WHICH INSTITUTION ,!AS SELECTED TO STUDY THE SUEJECT? 

There were two proposals to deal with the question of permanent 
sovereignty . First ly , it was for the General Assembly~~t ~ a commis s ion 
to conduct a survey of the rights of peoples and nations to permanent 
sovereignty over their natural wealth and r esources. The other proposal 
was for the establishment of an Ad Hoe ComCTission. This origina ted out 
of the Economic and Social Council. (3 ) 

Those arguing for the Ad Hoe Commission felt that before proceeding 

any further, this proposed s tudy was necessary as it would clArify the 
misunderstanding as to the nature and con te nt of the principle of self 
determination . (4 ) This proposal, it was argued, i 6 no red what has been 
done in the preparation of Art. 1 of Draft Covenant on Human Rights, 
where the principle of self determina tion was clearly defined . Such 

(1) Mu0 hraby (supra) p . 22 
(2) ibid ( / ) (1958 ) Y .U. B . 212 

(4) ibid 
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a proposal was a me re delaying tactic to put off the exercise of the 

right of peoples and st ~tes to self determination . (1) As to the 

proposal of a commission , it was argued that it was illogical to use 

the term sovereignty to people who have not attained sovereign status . 

Proposal for the establishment of a Com 1ission was adopted by 52 to 15 

with 8 abstentions . The membership was to be left to the General 

As sembly . ( 2) This resulted in General Asse .nbly Re:;olution 131 4 (XIII) 

where a commission of 9 states was to establish a Com~ission with the 

object of : 

conducting a full survey on the status of the question 

of permanent sovereignty , with recommendations , where 

necessary to strengthen this right . (3) 

C) MEMBERSHIP OF THE CO MI1 I.SS ION 

The question of membe rship was left for the General Asse~bly to 

decide and in its preliminary meeting on12th ecember 1958 , the President 

appointed 9 me mbers (4) on the basis of geographical distribution . (5) 
L, 

D) REASONS FOR TH£ SEL gr'IO N OF TH~ COMMITTEE 

There was a feeling among some members of the General Committee 

in the 16th session that because of the na t ure of the question , it was 

uhlikely to be given its e conomic significance , if given to a body like 

the 6th (Le gal) Committee or the Int ernatio na l Law Co mmiss ion . 

It should therefore be left with the ~n d Com ittee . The represe ntative 

of Ghana had this to say at this point: 

"his delegation, having studied the report felt that 

as the principle of economic self determination it 

should be allocated to the 2nd Committee. If it were 

allocated to the 6th Comnittee it would have to be 

given a restrictive le ga l istic interpretation in which 

its all important economic aspects woulu be lost sight of " (6) 

(1) ( 1958) Y. U. N. 212 
(2) ibid 
(3) operative para . 1 of Res . 13 14 (XIII) 
( 4) Afghanistan , Chile , uatemala , Netherlands , Phili ppines , Sweden , 

U. S . v . R. , United Arab Republic and . S.A . 
(5) (1958) Y. U. N. p . 213 
(6) Gen . Asse mbly Official Record, Gen . Committee, 138th meeting , p . 24 
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The emphasis on the economic aspects of the question was put forward 

as the reason for giving it to such a non legal body. In addition, the 

question was lart ely a political one. The Soviet representative observed 
that: " T'he s ubje et was primarily a political on e since it 

related to the liquidation of and the termination of 

the process whereby the impe rialist countries have 

plundered the colonies and the under developed 

coun t ries of their natural resources, thus hampering 

their economic development" (1) 

Further, the Sovi e t representative said that: 

"Whatever le gal aspect s it (i.e. the q ue ..: tion of 

permanent sovereignty ) had were, however clea rly 

subordinat e to its po l i t ical aspe cts" (2) 

The delega t e from Cyprus s a w tta t even though the question was "more 

legal and an e conomic one " he favoured not leaving it to the 6th 

Committee, as the matter had not yet reached the stage where l e gal 

action could be t a ken. (3) 

There was a general agreement a mo ng the capital cxp0rting states that 

the question was a l e gal one, ven though it has strong economic a nd 

political overtures. The repre s entative of P.orto Ric0 observed that: 

"the item ha d had i ts origin •... which had consistently 

approached the matter from the legal standpoint. The 

logical forum in which to di s cuss it was therefore the 

6th Committee" ( 4 ). 

. ,,. 

Another reason for allocating it to the 6th Committee was th e pra ctical 

reason, that the 6th Committee ha d in recent year~ been given very few 

items to discuss although it was fundamentally a very important committee. 
( 5) 

(1) Gen. Assem Lly Official Record, General Com~ittee, 138th meeting, p. 24 
(2) ibid 
(3) ibid 
(4) General Asse mbly, Official Records, 16th ~es s ion, en.Committee, 

138th meeting,p. 24 
( 5) ibid. 
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In the General Committe, the proposal to allocate the question to the 

6th Committee was adopted by 11 votes to 4 plus 5 abstentions. 

However, in the preliminary session, proposal was put forward 

by Ghana that the question be left to the 2nd Committee as it was 

largely dealing with economic self determination. This proposal was 

adopted (with U.S.A . agreeing, that reference be made to the 6th 

Com~ittee where ne cess3ry) by 61 votes to 1 with 21 abstentions . (1) 

Doubts as to the competence of the 2nd Committee (which controlled the 

Commission of Per,nanent Sovereignty over Natural Wealth and Resources) 

were raised because the question involved important international law 

principles - as state responsibility contractual freedoJIIE and jurisdi-

ction - which were beyond the competence of an economic Committee (2)o 

However, it seems that due to the shortage of time it was necessary 

to deal with the question very quickly and that there was a likelihood 

of a draft text being adopted by the 2nd Coffi!llittee (3) 

WHAT PROCEDURES WERE ADOPTED IN THE FORMULATION OF 'l'H.L PRINCIPLE OF 

PERMANENT SOVEREIGNTY OVER N A'l'URAL WEALTH AND RESOURCES? 

1) Secretariat - Persuant to operative paragraph of Resolution 586D (XX) 

the Secretary General was requested to provide facilities and 

so as to facilitate the fullfilment of the task of the Committee . 

In this re~pect it was playing its administrative role. But , 

more important , it was also the " centre of scientific research" (4) 

A preliminary study (5) of the Permanent Sovereignty was submitted 

by the Secretariat for the Commission in its 2nd session (held 

f r om 16/2 - 13/7/1960) . It was a documentation based on the 

( 1 ) Gess N. K. " PERMANENT SOVEREIGNTY OVER NATURAL RES 11 URCES 11 
( 1964) 

13 I . C. L. ~. at 418 
(2) ibid at 419 
(3) irid 
(4) Briggs W.H. "THE INTERNATIO .ALLAW COMl·tI~.SION" ( 1965) p . 12 1 
(5) A. I . A. C. 97/5 
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response of states (1) to call for infor'lation requested under the 
study of Permanent ~overeignty . After the consideration of the 
preliminary study , the Secretariat was requested to prepare a re vised 
study, taking into acc o unt the views expressed by the members of the 
Commission and the verified infor~ation that was submitted for 
preliminary study ( 2l·there was a limited number of responses to the 
call to "verify " the information already s ubmitted ( 3 ). {he r e vised 
study (4) which was so detailed concerning natur a l measures att empting 
the ownership and use of natural resourc es by foreign nations ; (II ) 
agreements attepting foreign exploitation of natural resourc es ; (III ) 
adjudic tion and studies under governmental bodies as to the responsibi -
lity of states in regard to property and contra c t of aliens ; (4)the 
status of permanent sovereignty over natural wealth and resources in 
newly inde pendent state s and in non self - governing territories 1 5) 
economic data pertaining to the status of permanent sovereignty over 
natural wealth and resource s in various coun t ries . 

This extensive study was , unlike that of the friendly relations 
or law of the sea confere nces, the basis of the suc cess . It should also 
be noted that in the nature of the question that ½as being dealt with 
the study was a rare achievement. 

(1) those states who responded to the call for preliminary information were - Australia , Belgium , Eulgaria , Cambodia , Canada , Ceylon , Cuba , Jenmark , Malaysia , Fihland , France, Iran , Japan , Laos , .lexi c o , Netherlands , Norway , Pakistan , Philippines , Peru , Sudan , Sweden , ':'hailand , Ukr anian U. S • . . R ., U. S . S . R., So u th Africa , Unite Arab Republi c, U. K., r· . s .A. & YugosJa.via 
(2) Res . 97/10 
(3) StateP which replied were : Afghanistan , Australia , Canada , Chile, China , Cyprus , Cz echoslo vakia , Hungary , India , Iran , Laos , Netherlands , Norway , Pakistan , Peru , 0udan , Sweden , Thailand , Ukranian .~ . S . R ., U. S . S . R., South Africa , Unit e d Arab Republic , U.K. U. S . 4 . and Yugoslavia 
(4) A/A/~/ 97/10 rev. 1 

f 

.. .. -
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2) Some Criticisms 

It was seen by the Soviet representative as lacking factual 

information and was misrepresenting the facts as to the extent of 

monopolies exploiting the wealth in non-self governing states. It didn't 

consider the profits of foreign capitals 

state sovereignty . (1) It was seen as defective by Afghanistan in that 

it didn't contain information as to the investment in landlocked states. 

Turning to the criticisms of the Soviet Union and Afghanist n , these 

criticisms beg the question as to, the obligation that the states have 

to supply the information required. There is no general obligation 

for the states to respond to the call for such information . There is 

no power on the part of the Secretariat to compel compliance with such 

a request . This is a defect of the present system . 

It is rather ironical to see the Savi t Union representative 

contending that the study lacked factual information , for it didn ' t 

take part in verifying the information for the revised study . It is not 

surprising that there was a lot of misrepresentation because the 

information that was supplied was not verified at all . (2) 

In the Afghanistans ' case, a brief perusal of the list of states who 

responded to the preliminary call and to the 2nd call showed just how 

invalid the criticism is, as it could be said it was only the critic 

that was able to respond and was the only representative of ~uch state . 

As no obligation to compel the supply of the information , it wac a 

misdirection to blame the Secretariat for any defect in the study as 

they are dependent on the extent of the responses of the states. Such 

criticisms should be levelled off against the members who haven ' t 

responded due to apathy or other reasons . 

The sad a spect of the criticism is that the most likely states to 

scream are the ones who haven ' t done their part . Notwithstanding the 

(1) A/AC 2 / 5R 834th meeting at p . 229 

(2 ) see f ootnote 3, page~ 

--, 
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criticisms levelled against the study of the Secretariat, it was so 

thorough in its coverage of the state of the law pertaining to the 

question that it has to be comm , nded. It was esse~tial in providin£ the 

background and important to the drafting or re-stating of principles 

required for strengthening the rights of the ··new" states as well as 

taking into account of the interests of the investors. 

3, Working Group 

The adoption of "orking wroup was not strictly involved in drafting 

the text for the vommission on rermanent ~overeignty over ~.atural Wealth 

and Resources. what it involved was beyond that of preparing drafts 

as it was the area of bargaining as between the capital exporting and 

importing states. ~ t wasn 1,t extensively used as was in II friendly 

relations" for it was used when a compromise was sought as to the 

question of compensation to the investors if their property was to be 

nationalised . ihus, it was dealing with matters of substance where no 

agreement has been reached or where protracted discussion led to no result. 

4; Significance of Precedents 

~he 0ecretariat in its study, shows how imr ortant precedents were 

in the determination of acceptable formulae. It could also be seen that 

the importance of prec e dents were, by the fact th t most of the members 

of the Commi s sion wer e lawyers who were representative s of their own 

governments . Thus, th8 lc 0 al back1 round allowed th se people to 

exploit the usage of precedents to meet their own situ~tion . An example 

was that the representative of Philippines tried to justify the om.ef-i_ssion 

of the legal organs was on the basin that there had been precedents 

whereby Declarations were not being dealt with by leg~lly inclined bodies, 

as was the Declaration of the Richts of the Child. (1) But , it was 

pointed out that there was a basic difference between that de claration 

and the one in question since the declaration in question didn 't effect 

any international relations between states in the same way as that of 

permanent sovereignty . 

(1) General Assembly , Res . 1386 (XIV) 
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5) Voting Procedures 

The Draft ~es olution prepared by the Commission as kermanent 

Sovereignty over J atural Resources was voted by the ordinary rule of 

para .3 of Art . 18 of the Chart e r . The vote was taken and the toll was 

97 votes to 2 plus 12 abst e ntions . Those who voted against were -

µ, ulgaria , turma , Byelorussian ~ .S.R., Cuta, Czechoslovakia, Ghana , 

Hungary , :1ongolia , oland , Romania , Ukranian U.S . v . R. and U. S . S . R. 

The voting pattern showed the need to attain a compromise - a workable 

solution of the developinc states in need of foreign capi ~al , re ruired 

for their resources on one hand and the provision for adequate guaranteeG 

for political investors. Thus , it was a reflection of the satisfactory 

middle ground for the conflicting claims of deve.D.oping and developed states . 

6) General Comments 

Under para . 3 of the General Assembly 1803 ~XVII) there was l re quest 

for the continuation of the study of the various aspects of permanent 

sovereignty over natural resource s , taking into a ccount the need of 

prote ction of the sovereign rights whi l e encouraging interntaional 

co-operation in the field of economic deve lo p1nent on the other and to 

submit its report to the 18tp session if possible to the Economic and 

Social Council . The r eport of the ~ecretary General (1) wae considered 

by Economic and So cial Coun cil in 196 4 and without a dopting a for mal 

resolution , s ubmi t ted it to the General As sembly wi t h comments (2) 

I t wa s cons idered in the 20th s essi on o f the General Asse mbly and 

re corded in t he 2 1st s ession and this led to ; · 

right of all states to exa<e:Lse per.nanent sovereignty over natural resources 

ana it was declare tha t th e U.~. should channel its activities so as to 

enable all st~tes to exe rci se that rights . (~) 

The question was included in the discussion on "f"'iendly relations" 
in 1964 but was not expressly included in the Declaration on Friendly 

( 1 ) U . N . DQJlo E/38L~O 
( 2) ( 1 9 6 4) Y . U. N . p . 4 79 
(3) Gen . Assem Res . 2158 (XXI)*which was aJ rted ly 99 - 0 with 8 abstentions 

(Aust , N. Z., Argentina , Belgium , Japan , Malta , U. K. & U . . A. ) 
*See Y. U. N. (1967) p . 329;for th e l~test development see Lillich B. R. 
" REQUIEM FOR HICKE:NLOOPER" ( 197,.,,) 69 , A. J . I.L . p . 97 
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Relations and Co - operation Among tates in accordance with Charter 

of U. N. (1) 

The voting pattern showed just how extreme a view was taken by 

the Communist bloc and a few non-aligned states (2) that as a result of 

the rejection of amendment that would authorise naturalisation without 

compensation , it abstained . 

In explanation for their vote , the French expresse the belief 

that the 2nd Committee wasn ' t competent to study the subje c t matter and 

it was necessary to obtain the views of the 6th Committee and the 

International Law Commission. Theyrefrained from taking a stand on the 

substance of the matter . (3) 

PART C (United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights) 

ORIGIN OF THE CONCEPT 

The proposal for such institution was seen as a means of implementa-

tion of the Human Rights Covenants . It was enunciated by Prof . Ca3sin 

in the days of the drafting of the Declaration of Human Rights a nd not 

in the specific terms as known to day . (4) It contemplated a universal 

Attorney General where the proposed two tier systems would allow the 

complainant to have access to th. lower level to a Commission on Human 

Rights. A right of apreal would be available to a Court of Human Rights 

and it is in here that the Attorney General would play a part . (5) 

This proposal w;stoprovide the means of implementation of the Universal 

was rejected . 

It was revived when the Consultative Council of Jewish Organisation 

took the issue and the concept was renamed "U . N. Attorney/General or 

"High Commis i, ioner for Human Rit hts" . Th r: revival was marked by 

submission in 1950 of the proposal , to the Commis s ion on Human RiLhts . 

The first governmental sup1 ort came when Uruguay , when it was to be 
(1 ) (1970) Y. U.N . p . 789 
(2 ) see footnote p . 35 
(3) Muhammad A 3 13 Shu Kri "TEE CONCEPl' or SELF DETERMINATIOI IN '~H_c; UN " 
( 4) Roger S~son Cldrk "A U. N. HIGH COMMIS....,ION FOR ( 1965) P . 
( 5 ) Ib a p. lrO HUM N RIGHTS " ( 1972) · 39 
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amended by the General Assembly to take up the proposal to create a 

per "'l anent agency of U. N. known as the "Attorney General" or the 11 U.N. 

High Commis s ioner for Human Rights" (1). The proposal came before the 

5th session of the General Asse~bly could set up an agency to initiate 

proceedings before a standing committee upon receipt of complaints 

concerning non-observance from government parties to the covenant from 

individuals or groups . Such an agency would be responsible for 

supervision of the observance of the Covenant by the parties . To be able 

to do its job, it should have the power to investigate complaints ex-

officio and would attempt to reach settlement before referring the 

co mplaint to the implementating body . (2) The proposal wasn ' t dealt 

with as 3rd Committee referred the question to be dealt with by the 

Human Rights Commission (3) This atte 11 pt failed and it was argued 

against the proposal that it was too ambitious and vague , it would 

allow flood~s of complaints , the difficulty of findin g any suitable 

appointee and it was too premature ( 4) . These arguments had been 

seen to have been levelled against Commission proposal . (5) Apart from 

these objections more substantial ones such as the constitutionality 

of such institution was questioned as it·proposed to take over from the 

role of the existing institutions as Commission on Human Rights and 

Huma n Rights Committee . The working of the proposed office woul - be 

contrary to Art . 2 ( 7) of the Chart e r but an example proved this to be 

not the case ( 6 ). 

The next important point that the question was to be given more 

life, as observed by Clark (7) was at the keen interest shown by some 

mem oers of United States , State» Department . In particular , was the then 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for International Organisation 

( 1 ) ( 1950) Y. U. N. p . 528 
(2) ibid 
(3) ibid, at 529 
( 4) Clark (supra) p . 44 
(5) ibid 
( 6) Clark (supra) Chap . 5 
( 7) supra . p . 45 

... -, 
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(Richard Gardner) whose influence was to materialise at the foreign 

policies adopted by late President John Kennedy, such as the U.S. 

opposition to apartheid, and the forwarding of supplementary 0lavery 

Convention 1956. With the int e rest renewed, the non-governmental 

org~nisations as the American Jewish Committee were to be the main force 

behind the survival of the concept. The climax of the informal meetings 

of the non-government organisations was the seminar held in Paris on the 
I) 14th December that was c~rened by the International Commi ssion of 

Jurists and resulted in a joint statement favourable to the institution 

of High Commissioner for HumanRights (1). In this period as well, there 

was extreme lobbying to governments. This resulted in Cart a Rica 

taking up the call which submitted an agenda in the General Assembly 

in 1965. 

The item was to e ncounter such a lot of delaying tacti cs. Objections 

to the inclusion of the item was because the General Asse 1bly had 

already included in its ~genda the consideration of the que s tion of 

establishment of bo dies to supervise the implementation of the 

Conventions (2) But, it was not dealt with. When the question was tried 

before the Economic and Social Council, it was aecide d to put the 

question to the General Assembly ( 3 ). It was f elt by some members that 

even though there was a need to s upplement the existing means of 

enforcement, it wasn't poss ible to ade quately deal with this question 

on the correct session. It was seen, also, as unacceptable as it would 

the complex question of the application of Human Ri ghts (4). 

No formal decision was taken. 

Later in 1965, the question was discusse d in the 3r d Committee with 

the draft resolution submitted Ly Co$t q Rica. The outcome of the 

discussion was the request to be made to Economic and Social Council 

( 1 ) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4 ) 

Clark (supra) 
Clark (supra) 
(1965) Y.U.N. 
ibid 

at 47 
at 48 
0.494 
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to transmit to the Commission on Human Rights the proposal for study 

at its 21st session (1). In the 21st session the Commission on Human 

,ights it was decir·ed by 16 votes to 5 on a proposal by Argentina , 

Austria, Co]!fta Rica , the Dahomey, Philippin~s, Senegal and Sweden to 

establish a working group to consist of 9 members with the object of 

studying all the aspects of the proposed institution, taking into account 

the debate of the commission and all the questions raised therein. In 

addition, it was decided that the report of the Working Group was to 

be given priority in its 1967 session (2) 

1 . WHY WAS THE INSTITUTION SELECTED? 

In the first place, the question which raised a lot of difficulties 

couldn't be adequately dealt with in the Economic ana Jocial Souncil (3) 

also by the 3td Committee (4). 

But , it was for this very reason that led the 

Commission on Human Rights to put off the discussion of the question 

when it was included in its agenda in 1965 to its 1966 session (5). 

Such smaller and specialised bodies as the Commission woul d be able 

to deal with the question. (6) In addition to special expertise of the 

Commission in dealing with the question was such as to make it ideal for 

studying the question (7). It was also agreed that by putting off the 

discussion it would reduce the expenses that would be incu1red. 

2. WHAT PROCEDURES WE.r<E FOLLOWED? 

(a) Working Group - The membership of the Commission on Human Rights 

was too big to allow adequate study of the subject, and it was decided 

to set up a working group, consisting of 9 members (8). The appointees 

were appointed by the Chairman of the Commi sion. They were - Austria, 

CoSta Ri ca, Dahomey, _ranee, Jamaica, Philippines, 0enegal, U.K. and U.S.A. 

(1) General Assembly Hes . 2062 (XX) of 16/12/1965 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

General Assembly ~es . 1163 (XLI) of 5th Augu t, 1966 
(1965; r.U.N. at p. 494 
ibid. p.495. See also (1967 ) Y.U.N. p.534, (1968) Y.U.N. p .600 

(5) ibid,Jp '{\5 
(1969) Y.U.N. p.545 

(6J A/£ 3/SR 137th meeting , p.490 (Nigerian representative ) 
(7) A/C 3/SR 137th meeting at p.490 (8) Gen. Assem.1163 (XLI)operative para. I -

.. ., -
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The composition of the Working Group reflected the stwte of disagreement 

in the Commission of Human Rights and the General Assembly as a whole 

on this question. The hint as to the boycott which met the request (1) 

to serve in the Working Group came, when it was expressly stated by 

representatives of the ~oviet bloc that they would not participate in the 

creation of such institution (2). 

The Working Group was the forum of bargaininw and was responsible 

for drafting of draft resolutions that was to be recommended to the 

General Assembly. 

(b) Secretariat - The Secretariat was asked to prepar~ a detailed study 

on the question , apart from its administrative functions necessary to 

facilitate the wor~ng of the organisation. The thorough and detailed 

study (3) that was prepared by the Secretariat was the basis of the work 

of the Working Group which documented views of d legations and other 

pos ~ible interpretations of the draft ~esolution . (4) 

(c) Precedents - The study (5) that was prepared by the Secretariat 

emphasised this point - as not only the cons titutionality of the 

institution was being questioned but also the other possible interpreta-

tions of the draft Resolution that was to be prepared by the orking Group . 

In addition, importance was placed on the experience of ot r_ er institutional 

machinery in dea ling with international problems such as the High 

Commission for Refugees . 

(d) Voting Proc edure - The question was not allowed to be voted in its 

content. Since it was first introduc ed, it had faced the procedural 

encounter that has excluded it · vote on the substance . The question 

(1) Clark (supra) p.51 
(2) Commission on Human Rights Report, 23ru session , ~uppl. 8 at p.74 
(3) U.N. Doc . E/CN 4/AC 21/2 1 (1966) 
(4) Clark (supra) p.52 
(5) see footnote 2 
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received only 3 meetings on the 2~ ch, ~ on the 25th and 6 on the 26th 
sessions of the General Assembly (1). The procedural debates that 
dominated the discussion of the question showed the unwillingness to 
give concession and one could say perhaps the highlight o f this dis -
agreement was the "scuffle" in the 25th session (1805th meeting of 
the 3rd Committee). 

( e ) General Comments 

The Compo s ition of the Workin6 Group - This element has been criticised 
as not being representative of the Commission on Human Rights or even 
the General Assembly (2). This was naturally denied by the Chairman 
of the Working Group , the Philippine representative (3). It is the 
failure of the Sovi e t bloc to participate in the Working Group 's 

f 

bargaining that is submitted to have caused the failure of the a cceptance 
of the Draft Resolution . Bven though the minority view was included in 
the Working Group ( as represented by, DahoMey) it was not representative 
of the strong dissenting view shown by the So viet Bloc and other 
non-aligned states. Had these (Soviet bloc) states be en represented in 
the Working Group there probably was a chance of reaching an acceptable 
compromise on the question. 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

MacDonald R. St .J. "A U.N. HIGH COMMISSION FOR HUMAN RIGHTS : 
THE DECLINE AND FALL OF AN INITIA'rIVE" (1 972 ) C.Y~I.L. p.63 

cited in MacDonald R . .::it .J. "THE U . N. HIGH COMMIS..:3ION'°ER FOR HUMAN RIGHTS " (1967) p.84 ibid. 
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PART D (The Law of the Sea Conference) 

HISTORY OF THE CODIFICATION PROCESS OF THE LAv/ OF THE SEA 

There were some attempts prior to the 1930 first conference for 

the codification of International Law to codify principles of 

international law of the sea (1). The use of the "conference" in 1930 

was an innovation into the adoption of a new means of co dification of 

internationalJaw (2). Agreement was reached in Committee stages on 

the question of nationality and state responsibilit y . No agreement was 

attained in regard to the question of the breadth of territorial waters . 

There was no final text produced due to the failure to reach agreement 

on the question of breadth of territorial sea . What the conference did 

bring home was the need for thorough preparation by the Preparatory 

Committe e as well as government participants , if satisfactory results 

were to be obtaine d (3). In addition, there must be consultation 

between the preparatory body and t he governments who we r e going to 

participate. Hudson (4) also pointed out tha t the co dification 

Co nfere nce needed the expertise of scholars and juri s ts who were able to 

conduct scientific investigations (5) . It was the experience that was 

gained in the Codification Conference that had been conve Je d to 

subsequent conference s . 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 

These were in the Declaration of tari s 1856 : Geneva Convention 
and Declaration of St Petersburg 1864, and Hague Conference 1907. 
These are adequately dealt with in Colomba s C.J. "INTERNATIONAL 
LAW OF THE SEA" (1967) at pp. 19-21 
Hudson O .M. "THE FI -=iST CONFEREt,CE FOR THE CODI FI CATION OF INTER-

NATIONAL LAW" (1930 ) A.J.I.L. p .447 
ibid p. 456 
ibid 
Tnose ::i. efects- have now become part of the Interna tional Law 
Commission which prepared the 1958 Conference on the Law of the Sea 
and the "Se a bed Committee" which is now the preparatory body for 
the latest series of law of the sea conferences . 
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The question of the law of the sea wa· one o~ the term~ that 

was to be studied ty the International Law Commission from 1949 (1) 
the regime of the High Seas wa..;; given priority and was to be joined 

rapper eur or o erms by the regime of the territorial sea. The t f b th t 
was Prof . Francois, who participated in the 1930 Codification 

Conference (2). The topics were extensively shortened by the rapport eur 

and full co mmission. The drafts were prepared and com~unicate to the 

states but the responses were very small. (3) D ·t th evpl e e poor responses 

of the governments to comment on the prepared drafts, the drafts were 

not out of toucr with the majority of opinions of the General Assembly (4) 

This wa2 the case in the 1930 codification conference . Thus , this 

reflected the tigh standing of the members of the International Law 

Co~mission and the Jegree of good sense and care. The report of the 

International Law Com .ission was submitted to the General Assembly 

in the 8th session where it was dealt with by the 6th Committee. In the 

discussio~ of the report containing 73 draft articles, it was pointed 

out that the 6th Committee was not qualified to improve the work 

already done . (5) The 6th Com,,ittee wo.s essential ly a body of jurists, 

for what was needed was a conference with all kinds of experts. In 

addition it was premature for the Committee to deal with substance 

of report due to limited time. The preparation of the 1958 law of the 

sea Conference was done .. y the 0ecretariat, nho in pc,rsuance to the 

mandate pro vided by the General Assembly Resolution 1105 ( ~I) invited 

experts whose tatks (6) include the preparation of documents ( legal, 

scientific technical and economic) and the determination of procedures 
) 

to be followed. 

(1) (195 0 ) Y.U.N. p.846 
(2) Johnson j.H.liJ. 11 THE PREPARATION OF TH~ GSNEVA CONFERENCE ON THE 

(3) ibid 
(4) ibid 

LA. 1 OF THE .:>EA" (1959) I.C.L.Q. p .126 

(5) Johnson (supra) p.133 
(() Sir K.H. Bailey, Jor8e ~astaneda , f . N. Chopra , . V.J. ~vans , 

Prof. J.P.A. Francoi.:, , F .V. Garcia Amada, . . A. f . Gohar, Luis Melo 
Lecaros, arel Petrzelka, William Sanders. 
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The confe.cence was able to api,rove 4 conventions (re.,i ne on 

the Territorial Sea, High Seas, Con tltnental Shelf and Fishing Rights 

and Conservation of Living Resources) and an optional protocol (i . e . 

on the rlecognition of the Compulsory Jurisdiction of the International 

Court of Justice in respect of any disputes arising out of the 

Conventions) . No agreement was reached on the queation of the breadth 

of the territorial sea . The Conference also de cided to request the 

General Assembly to reconsider the aspect of convening a second Law of 

the Sea Conference to deal with the unsettled problem of 1958 (1) . 

Under General Assembly Resolution 1307 (XIII) the Secretary 

General was requested to convene a secord conferen ce in March or April 

1960 to consider the questions of breadth of territorial sea and 

fishing limits unsettled in the 1958 Conference. There was no prepared 

draft text like the 1953 Conference. Instead , it had proposals and 

amendments submitted by the participating governments . Out of the 

proposals the "Comrni t tee on the Whole" adopted oo proposals and they 

both failed to receive the necessary 2/3rd majority vote in ~he 

preliminary . It is important to note that the failure of the failure 

of the Conference was due to disagreement on substance . 

( 1 ) ( 1958) Y. U. N. p . 381 
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The next important date in this hi s torical discussion, on the 

question of the law of the sea was when .1alta 1 s representative 

proposed in 1967 for a Treaty and Declaration to sanction t he concept 

of 11lgefiltage of mankind" (1) to govern the legal regulation of the 

seabed beyond national jurisdiction. The proposal also envisaged a 

declara tion whereby sea beyond national jurisdiction was not to be 

subject to national approvation and the exploitation of the seabed was 

to be consistent with the UN Charter and for peaceful means.(2) 

In a ddition, the Declaration would also establish an age ncy - linkect 

to the U.N. system and to assume jurisdiction and to act as trustee 

over the seabed beyond national jurisdiction. The proposal also 

e nvi s aged the establishment of a U. N. Committee to negotiate a 

compre hensive Treaty . 

The proposal caught the technologically developed states by 

"s urprise", while not objecting to the proposal, for a U. N. Committee, 

it was felt b y the U.S . representative that time was ne e ded to study 

all the facts and implications before it could commit itself to the 

proposal (3). On its part, the J oviet Union, saw that the question 

ne eded to be referred ba ck to the governments before taking an y action. ( 4) 

The less technologically developed states however wanted to see 

some positive action, for study was construed as a delaying tactic to 

te mporarily silence critics . A compromise was found whereby a ,1 I'>" tut -"11~1 

Group was approached to draft proposals that might receive the support 

of the General Asse mbly. This resulted in the adoption of Resolution 

234D ( XXII) where, an Ad Hoe Committee was established to -

1 . UN Doc . A/6695 
2 . I bid , para . 3 
3 . Arvid Pardo "Development of Ocean Space - An International Dilemma" 

(1970) , 31 
4 . Ibid . 

I 
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(a) make a survey of existing inter-agreements and 

and present activities of the U.N. system with 

regard to the seabed. 

(b) provide an account of the scientific, technical, 

economic, legal, and other aspects of the problem 

together with an indication of practical means to 

provide international co-operation in the 

exploration and conservation, and use of the seabed, 

and its resources, taking into account the views of 

the member states. (1) 

The term of reference of the Ad Hoe Committee was li~ited 

in 1967 but was to be extended in 1968 and it was the n no longer 

dealing with~national jurisdiction. 

(a) What are the factors necessitatig_g such a Conference? 

It is most important that due to the great advancement in science 

and technology, the environment that man lives in is being threatened 

by pollution. The advance ment that had been attained has imposed a 

lot of strain on international law. International law function (in 

the law of the sea) has broadened to meet the expansion in the 

membership of international community and the internationalization 

of a lot of problems that were formerly dealt with on a regional basis. 

Thus the pressure is on international law to deal with the common 

needs and ini~lt$, of world community.(2) As a result of such pressures, 

there is a widespread dissatisfaction with th e state of the law. (3) 

On the one hand, international law is breaking down - on the other, 

it is adequate to deal with the sort of problems presently faced. 

Those arguing that world International law has broken down have 

pointed towards the achievement of the United States submarine, Sea 

Dragon, which circumna~gated the world without surfacing (4) 
I~ 

1 • Pardo ' supra) at. p. 61 
2. ibid, at p. 9 
3. John R. Stevenson & Bernard L . Oxman, "the preparation for the Law 

of the 3ea Conference (1974) AJIL p. 2 

4. Arihirf~r ~5~nr~lhao~ngfGtR~vsei2ntT86Bce5anAt5~r~fW ~flthe Sea. A 
_,.._-.. ____ _ 
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What experience s hows is that territorial sovemngty can be violated 

without the realization of the states. International law has also failed 

to take account of the need of coastal state, in regard to the expi•it4~o..1\ 
,~\,\1~:, 

of ~rig potential. It had only benefit fed a few pri vile1ged one s - but 

having adverse effects on the coastal fishing indus try. (1) In order 

to protect their own industry, the coastal states have extended their 

territorial sea to 200 mile limit. This would enable the coastal states 

to have control in the conservation and exploration of resources in their 

area. It would allow them to de a l with oil s pillage and other noxious 

substances that are now transported across the world in huge tankers (2). 

These unilateral actions have threatened the strategic manouverability 

o f the super powers - who would no longer enjoy the free use of the 

"High Seas" (3) Thes e actions also affect the right to overflight of 

planes (who can't fly over territorial seas and the manouverability of 

the sea to merchant ships (4) The World International La w does not deal 

effect i vely with the exploitation of the sea bed resources, which have 

great oil, mangense, copper, nickel, cobalt and other resources that 

would be able to be exploited by the privileged few (i.e. the technologi-

cally developed states). 

In order to avoid the scramble for the oce an floor and t he open 

conflict between coastal and other sta tes using the high seas, what is 

needed and, urgently at that, i s an agree ment as t o the new international 

norms to govern the law of the sea. 

(B) WHICH INSTITUTION WAS SELECTED? 

The Ad Hoe Committee already a-h~ied to was the forerunner of the 

Preparatory Committee which now consisted of 91 members. The former 

1) Beeby ll'-,j. "The U. N. Conference on the Law of the Sea"(1975) at p.4 
2) ibid. p. 3 
3) Dean (supra) at p. 756 
4) ibid. at p. 756.4 

--~ 
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Ad Hoe Committee was made a permanent one in 1968 (1) This jurisdiction 

was extended from that of surveying part and present activities on 

account of scientific, technical, economic, legal and other aspects 

of the subject and an indication regarding practical means of 

providing international co-operation to a study of: 

(i J observation of the legal principles and norms to 

provide the international co-operation in use of seabed. 

(ii) - .ways and means of promoting the exploration and use 

of the sea bed. 

,iii) review study carried out in the field of operation. 

,iv) the proposed measure of co-operation to be adopted 

by the international community to prevent marine pollution. 

The "Seabed vommi t tee " has 'l!!.een the preparatory body of the 1973 

vonference and other subsequent ones. 

,C) WHlvH PROCEDURES W~RE ADDPT~D? 

1. "orking Committee 

.1.here are 3 commit tees on the ·1 Sea Bed Commit tee" and. generally 

the first com~ittee deals with the establishment of a seabed regime 

and a treaty. The second Committee deals with the general aspects of 

the law of the 0ea. Third Committee is dealing with marine environment, 

research and the technology aspects . .1.he function of each vommittee 

is to prepare draft texts for the vonference but this had not not been 

attained. ~n 19i3 there was no single draft text from which the 

vonference could work. 

he function that this vommittee has is that of bargaining as to 

what are the acceptable formulation, but this has not been so successfu l . 

~n 1973 the only agreement was reached in the first committee as to the 

list s of subjectci and items to be discussed. 

(1 1 General ~ssembly Resolution 2467 (XXII11 A. 
,2) Res. 2467 (XX1iiJ A, para 2. 
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2. Voting Procedure -

Cons ensus i s the basis of procedure of the seabed Committee. 

It was the result of the informal consultation and the initiative 

of the ~resident of the vonference, ,Mr Amerasinghe of Sri ~anka, 

and was embodied in Resolution 2749 c··:v). It was part of the 

"gentlemen I s agree ,ent 11 that all avenues be made use of be fore 

there can be a vote. This allows for the "cooling off period" 

between the request for a vote and the actual voting . The effect 

is to eliminate the problem of premature voting, whereby the majority 

can partly force its vi e ws on the minority, "fhe price for this 

process is that it is time consuming and gives absolute veto to 

the minority. The proc e dure is adopted becaus e the major powers have 

openly stated that where th e majority has to use its vote, they would 

disregard such decision being reached. It is also because in the 

process of making new rules of international law - it is a must 

that it should hav e general acceptance, and where the very 11 strong" 

mino rity and especially when they are technologically strong, any 

victory for the majority of the less technologically developed 

would be an empty one. 

3. Significance of precedents 

The present documentation e~phas ise . the importance of precedents 

where a large part of the areas of the law presently being dealt 

with are those of the 1958 law of the Sea Conference. However, it 

i s only in the new area of the sea bed, where there are not ma ny 

states and the United Unations practice, that we can say, precedents 

do not have the uame uominant force. 

4 . General Comments 

The a aalysis as to th e success or failure of the Conference should 

not be seen in terDS o ; length or time spent but as the willingness to 

snl~e the problem. This could be seen in the incre ~sinc importance 
... ~H 

of informal Consultation not recorded by official ~ecords, fort:t'rey need not 
" n 
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to lookfar, as it took some 8 years for the Interna tional Law Commi s sion 

to prepare the 1958 law of the Sea Conference. 

5. PART E. ( Th e Significanc e a n d Status of the De claration) 

It is not intended in this part to contribute a nythiJg new to 

the debate as to whether po l itical organs do make law. It is however 

important to know the principal arguments, as they are essential to 

the unders tanding of the Declaration.,--s dealt with in the pape r ., 

There is no doubt t hatcertain decisions (1) of the Ge neral 

Assembly are binding on its me mbers . The area of uncerta nty surround[ 

the legal significance of the General Asse mbly to " ~ a ss recomme ndationM. 

It is argued t hat the clear words of th e Chart e r do show that, s:W'J.c~ 

recommendations are not legally binding and only haye moral 

value (2) Thi s does not mean that it has political effect, for a ny 

recommenda tions of the General Assembiliy re present such public opinion 

tha t compels stat es to obey their principle. The importance of the non-

legal significance of these recommend~tions, is in the absence of 

legislative compet@nce on the part of the General Asse mbly to make law. 

However, this i s not the onl yfunction of the General Assembiliy f o r its 

decision in forms o f Re s olu t ion or Declaratio n can b e a n as s ertion of 

customary international law (3 ). The a bs e n c e o f the le gislat ive 

compete n ce doesn't me a n tha t the poli t ica l or[ ans can't con t ribute to t h e 

developement of customary international l a w, for it could b e said that 

a declaration a s t he Universal Declaration of Human ight s which has 

been repeated with suffici ent fre que n cy and bearing an element of "o r inio 

juris " can be said to hav e esta blish e d international cus to mary law. 

1. The s e are in: Art. 4 (relating to ad~ission of members); Art 21 
(adoption of rules of proce dure); Art s 36,61 and 68 (election of 
some mem bers of the Economic and Social Coma); Arts 5 & 6 (suspension 

and expulsion of members); Art 97 (appointment of the Secretar y-
General); Art 93 'conditionB for non-members to b e made patty to 
the ICT); Art 22 (establishment of su1 sidiary organs); and Art 17 

(approval of budget and expenses). 

2. Tunki n G. "The Legal Nature of UN" (1966) 3 Recueil Descours at p.35 
3. A Samoah (supra) at 6. 
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In any event, the passing of "binding decisions" is not the only way 

in which law development occurs as non-binding decisions do lead to 

legal consequences (1 ). 

The second objection is that, political instead of legal considera-

tions dominate the decisions of the political organs (2) . This i s 

based on the assumption that we can separate law and politics, but 

in fact, the two are not entirely jvnseparable. It is not denied that 

r olitical factors do play a very important part in the deliberation of 

the political or6ans. It would be unrealistic to isolate the examination 

of the law from the political development and environment, as the 

development of the law by whatever process is politically motivated (3 ) . 

This is more so in the development of customary international law, 

(here is no reason to reject politically motivated states practice 

within the framework of the international organisation as e vidence of 

custom (4). 

In their daily work the political organs are engaged in lawmaking 

in various for 1.,s, by interpreting the charter and developing practice. 

Such practice can be either evidence or source of international law. 

They can be evidence where the law is being restated in t ~e form 

of either a re , olution or Declaration, such as the Declaration on 

Sovereignty over Natural Wealth and ~esourc es. I n that respect , the 

binding force of the law originates not out of the Declaration, but by 

the existing customary law . 

or applying the law. 

The De clara tion is only a medium of cla~ing 

The practice can be a source of international law where the pra ctice 

plays the iM\\·, - legislative role, and this is so in creating new rules . 

Can they satisfy the requiranent of customary international law? 

( 1) ~osalyn Higgins "THE U .N . AND LA 1. ._AKIN'-': 'HE POLITIC . ..,.L ORGANS" 
( 1970) A.S . I . L . P . at p . 42 

(2) A Samoah (supra) a t p . 10 
(3) ibid 
( 4) Rosalyn Higgins "THE DEVELOPMENT OF INTER.~A'l' IONAL LAW BY THE 

POLITIC.1-1.L ORGANS OF THE U . N. " ( 1965) 
A.S . I . L . P . at p . 117 
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The re i s a di f ficulty in ascertaining the element of intention, 

for st a tes a ctions may be done for various reasons ~n~connected to the 

rea l intention to see the dec i sion binding . Noting that political 

motive within the framework of the int erna tional organisation is accepted, 

there is no differe nce between a vote and a colla tera l statement 

made by the states (1). The whole circums t ances have to be taken into 

account in attempting to ascertain the "interaction" of the states. 

The Internatio nal Court of Justice in the Nuclear ~es ~ Case (2) 

saw that in unila te r al actions by states do create legal obliga tions 

if the intention of the parties to make such declaration binding and 

even whenmade in the context of international negotiation. International 

law doe s n't impose any form of requirement as to the format of how the 

intention can be made. It can be done orally or in writting. (3) 

As to the extent of how extensive should the practice be before 

it is binding, it may be noted that Judge Tanaka s aid in his South 

West African cases: that the ~ighly developed technique of communications 

has allowed the function of customs to be developed not so much than 

As wa s the case in the Outer Spa ce Tre a t ; , where 

instant customary law argume nt could be used to sho w that the practice 

need not be extensive before it is binding . 

Where the states have voted for ordgainst any declaration or resolution, 

it could be argued that they are stopped from denying its validity or 

otherwise subsequently. I n the Anglo Norwegian Fishery Cases (4) 

the International Court of Justice, regarded the contention that 

Britain was not bound by the Norwegian system of de (l, 'h ,o .. , 

"··· the United Kingo om could not have been ignorant 

of the Decree of 1896 which had at once provided a 

request for explanations by the French Government. Not 

(1 ) Higgins \1971), A.S.I.L.P. at p.40 
(2) I .C.J. ~,eport. p.4 
(3) ibid at pp.19-20 
t4) ,1969) I. C.J. Re port 3 
(5) (195 1) r.c.J. __ eport 130 

as ... 

,. .. ., 
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knowing of it, could it have been under any 

misapprehension as to the significance of its 

terms ••• " (1) 

FACTORS _AFFECTING THE VALUE OF DECLARATIONS 

In the first place , wha t role does law play in the deliberition 

of the political organ in question. l~his has been covered (2) already.) 

The consensus procedure that is adopted in the development of the 

principle enhances the probative value of a declaration restating the 

customary international law and providing the basis of validity for a 

Declaration creating new laws. Consensus doesn't mean that the support 

of the major powers must be always won. There are circumstances however 

where the supJort of such states are important. It is in the area 

involving the creation of new rules and where the ma jor powers have 

monopoly to the states practice, as in the Outer Space ~reaty. ~t is 

also relevant in the present of law of the sea Conferences, for without 

their support, the exercise is futile. 

~he 3rd factor is that of realism, er that the Declaration has 

to take account of the precedents, stcltes practice, and all the 

conflicting views of states . nere manipulation of the majority is no 

legal value and such victory could be an empty one. 

2) STA'l'US OF TH E DECLARATIONS 

There can be no generalization as to the value of the declarations 

of the General Asse mb ly ~i thout a ny thorough examination of the nature 

of the instrument and the procedur e t hat followed. 

(a) Declaration on Friendly Relations and Co -operation Among States 

The institution selected to deal with the question on representation 

or cross section of the 6th (Legal) Committee and was the most adequate 

t ody to deal with such a controversial question, where no agreement 

exists as to the content of the principle. Because of the interest 

(1) International law (LLV) Hardant 1975 at p .10 
(2) see p.66 
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s hown by the states towards the question of "friendly relations" it 

was not realis~ to allocate the question to any other body, as the 

International Law Commission. Since the Question touched on one of the 

most sensitive areas in relations beween states>i~ allocation to a body 

more responsive to political control was therefore essential. 

The procedure of adopting working Groups where bargaininL was 

carried out, the importance of the use of precedents that were prepared by 

the detail study of the secretarial, the use of a rapporteur showed that 

it was following the standard practise of the International Law Commission. 

The use of commentary enabled all the views to be taken up at the subsequent 

Conferences. To reinforce these is the reason that consensus was adopted 

which, even though time consuming, enabled the Special Committee to 

reach agreement. This was to lead directly to the result of the adoption 

without vote of the Declaration by the Gene ra l Assembly in 1970. 

The exercise shows the need for dialogue between states , i.e. not 

just between the Western States but those of the Soviet bloc as well. 
1\-,So( ..,\',. 

This was done by the International Law ~ss±t,-n. In contrast to the 

preparation of the High Commissioner for Human Rights where the only 

dialogue was between the Western non-governmental organisations. Tnis 

was not enough to eliminate tqe fear and suspicion towards the concept. 

This is submitted as an explanation for the failure of the Commission on 

Human Rights in its preparation of the Draft De clara tion. It is only 

through such d~ogue that preparedness can lead to frank excha nge of their 

views on the sub ject. 

It is submitted that on close examination of the procedures adopted, 

the study was very technical, in that it aidnt ~eally matter that the 

political emphasis as certain states made out of the exercise, a nd 

that it is an important contribution to the codification of international 

law. Notwithstanding the fact that reco mm endations are not binding per se, 

it is an important contribution to the source of international customary 

law. 
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(b) PE.RMANENT SOVEREIGNTY OVE R NATURAL WEALTH AND RESOURCES 

Even though the preparatory body was dominated by the capital 

exporting states (1) the extre~e views were represented and this allowed 

a draft resolution that was acceptable to most members of the Commission 

on Permanent Sovereignty over Natural \,ealth and Resources . The 

importance of precedents as prepared by the detailed work of the 

Secretariat facilitated the process of work of the Commission . The 

adoptionof consensus procedure in the preparation of the draft with the 

view of general acceptance was another important factor that needs to 

betaken into account. 

When the question was voted in the ( eneral Assembly (2) and those 

who abstained could be said to have not grea tly affected the status of 

of the Declaration, as they do not contribute much to states' practice 

or private investment in international law. 

An important lesson was the willingness to solve th e problem 

of investment, as contrasted to that of the Hi l h Commissioner for 

Human Rights. The importance of proc edure, as was in the law of the sea, 

was because it was to be a ccepted by those people who dominat e the 

practice. The Dec l aration has played an important part in settlin J the 

disputes between the capital exporting and importing states. Its 

prepara tion was thorough and was in line with the real istic situation 

of the world. 

(c) GE NE2AL COMMENTS 

As for the Law of the ~ea Conferences, there i s an urt ent need to 

reach a greement before any more unil a teral actions are presented. 

The agree ment can only be on the basis of a "package deal" since 

everyone has a future at stake a s to what will happen in the law of the sea . 

(1) seep . 34, footnote 2 
(2) voted by 82 to 2 with 12 abslentions - seep. 43 . 
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There is no prospect in the fore Jeeable future of reaching any 

agree ,n ent on the High Co ~missioner of Human Rights Concept. Unless 

there is a dialogue between the non-governmental or~anisations who 

are in best positions to brine about change through personal consultation 

far reL,oved from political pressures. It is essential that this 

contact must be established to remove the fe a r and sus~icion held 

on the question. It is also important to allocate the question to a 

smaller body representative of the Cener 1 l Assembly and study it. 
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CONCLUSION 

The result of the work of the Special Committee and the 

Commission on Permanent Sovereignty overNatural \,ealth and Resources 

showed that politically constituted organs a s the.se, following 

the strict procedures of the International Law Commission can 

contribute to the develo .ment of int ernational law. Thus, they 

do fill in the gaps in the law-making , in the field of international 

law. 
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